The CSJM’s 10th anniversary

Computer Science Journal of Moldova is 10 years of age. We congratulate on this event all our readers, authors, Advisory Board members, reviewers and colleagues, who help us in edition of the journal.

We wish to express our sincere appreciation to the abstract journals “Mathematical Reviews” and “Zentralblatt für Mathematik” for they took the trouble to publish the abstracts of the articles from “Computer Science”.

Our special thanks to those who have financially been supporting the journal for these years: Cultural Foundation “Bassarabia”, Ericsson Company, UNESCO, Higher Anthropological School, the Supreme Council on Science and Technological Development of the Republic of Moldova.
Though there are the words "of Moldova" in its title, the journal has an international character. Besides the authors from Moldova the articles of research workers from Israel, Italy, France, Spain, Yugoslavia, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, the USA, Romania, the Ukraine, Vietnam, Russia, Germany, Great Britain, Mexico, Bulgaria, Latvia, Peru we published in its pages.

The journal is sent to 165 research centres of 42 countries. During 10 years 220 articles in various areas of computer science (theory of computing, discrete mathematics, computer system organization, artificial intelligence, etc) were published. Besides usual issues there were two thematic ones, dedicated to the problems of artificial intelligence and computer algebra. The journal has a column, informing on conferences and doctor theses, defended by the institute research workers in the field of computer science. It is pleasant to note that side by side with known scientists young authors from various countries publish their articles in our journal and these papers became the basis of their doctor theses.

Many Happy Returns of the Day, Computer Science Journal of Moldova!
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